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Pieter Aertsen, A Meat Stall with the Holy Family Giving Alms, 1551, oil on panel, 45 1/2 x 66 1/2″ / 115.6 x
168.9 cm (North Carolina Museum of Art)

Even if you are not a vegetarian, this painting is
bound to come as something of a shock. Anyone
accustomed to purchasing meat in the clean, cold
corridors of the supermarket—safely wrapped in
plastic and utterly divorced from the living animal it
once was—may feel the urge to shrink back from
the vivid, frontal display of so much raw
"esh, much of it with eyes, ears, mouths and
tongues still attached.

The partially skinned ox head, in particular, seems
to eye the viewer balefully, as if he or she were
responsible for its death. You can almost hear the
"ies buzzing in the air…

Even more surprising, if you look in the background
on the left, is a small scene depicting the Flight into
Egypt (when Joseph, Mary and the infant Jesus "ee
to Egypt because they learn that King Herod
intends to kill the male infants in the area of

Bethlehem). We see the Virgin Mary on her donkey reaching back to o#er bread to a
young beggar. Saint Joseph follows closely at her side. This charitable scene stands in stark contrast
to the bloody abundance of meat in the foreground.
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Tavern scene (detail), Pieter Aertsen, A Meat
Stall with the Holy Family Giving Alms, 1551, oil
on panel, 45 1/2 x 66 1/2″ / 115.6 x 168.9 cm
(North Carolina Museum of Art)

Flight into Egypt (detail), Pieter Aertsen, A Meat Stall with the Holy Family Giving Alms, 1551, oil on panel, 45
1/2 x 66 1/2″ / 115.6 x 168.9 cm (North Carolina Museum of Art)

If we look closely though, in the right background,
we see tavern scene that is more in keeping with
this feeling of excess in the foreground. Here we
see people eating mussels by a snug $re. A great
carcass hangs in the same room, and a butcher (we
recognize him as such thanks to his red coat, which
in Antwerp could only be worn by guild members)
appears to be adding water to the wine for his
guests. But why would an artist depict meat at all,
let alone in such an unsavory way and in
combination with a religious scene?

The way of the !esh and the way of the
spirit

The Dutch painter Pieter Aertsen, who worked for
many years in Antwerp, was later renowned for his
life-size market scenes with exuberant still life
elements. Many scholars have commented on the
bold originality of Aertsen’s compositions, and
rightly so. In the sixteenth century, religious or
mythological scenes usually occupied pride of
place in works of art, while everyday objects were
considered mere accessories. In this and
other roughly contemporary works like Christ in the
House of Mary and Martha (below), Aertsen has

deliberately reversed this formula. He gave all the attention to the accessories, which seem to spill
out of the picture and into the viewer’s own space.



Pieter Aertsen, Christ in the House of Mary and Martha, 1552, 101.5 x 60 cm (Kunsthistorisches Museum,
Vienna)

Aertsen certainly seems to have been the $rst to foreground meat in a prestigious, costly oil
painting on a monumental size. However, he may also have been inspired to upend traditional
hierarchies of subject matter (giving most of the attention to the still-life elements) by the painter
and printmaker Lucas van Leyden’s Ecce homo scene (Ecce homo means “behold the man” and refers
to Pontius Pilate presenting the beaten Christ crowned with thorns before his cruci$xion). Leyden, in
Christ Presented the People (below), shows a great market square with a crowd in the foreground,
while Christ himself has been relegated to the background.

Lucas van Leyden, Christ Presented to the People, c. 1510, copperplate engraving, 28.8 x
45.2 cm (The British Museum)

This may be a comment on the arduous nature of spirituality: those who truly seek enlightenment
must look hard, and turn their attention away from the things of this world. And indeed, in Aertsen’s
picture, the crossed herring on a pewter plate just above the ox’s head—$sh was associated with
Lent, a period when the faithful abstained from meat—seem to point in the direction of the holy
scene in the background, beyond the meat.

Other scholars have suggested that Aertsen’s inversion of traditional hierarchies was inspired by
sources from classical antiquity—though perhaps equally moralizing. The Roman satirist Juvenal, for
example, chastised the lovers of lavish meals in his eleventh satire, lambasting their fondness for
“stinking meat shops” instead of plain, wholesome food. Closer to Aertsen’s own time, the
philosopher Desiderius Erasmus used irony to make a point: undesirable behavior is heaped with
praise to throw its negative aspects into sharp relief, while the reader is treated to a good laugh.
Erasmus does this to great e#ect in In Praise of Folly (1511), a book that Aertsen and his
contemporaries may very well have read.

The art of rendering well

Aertsen’s bold move can also be seen in light of his artistic context. Antwerp in the mid-sixteenth



Crossed herring (detail), Pieter Aertsen, A Meat
Stall with the Holy Family Giving Alms, 1551, oil
on panel 45 1/2 x 66 1/2″ / 115.6 x 168.9 cm
(North Carolina Museum of Art)

Pieter Aertsen, Market Woman with Vegetable
Stall, 1567, oil on wood (Gemäldegalerie, Berlin)

Jan Brueghel the Elder, Flowers in a Wooden
Vessel, 1568, oil on wood, 98 x 73 cm
(Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna)

century was one of the greatest centers of mercantile trade at the time: populous, prosperous, and
booming. It was the second largest city in northern Europe—smaller than Paris but bigger than
London—and arguably also the wealthiest. Merchants came from around the world to deal in
spices, staple goods, $nance, and especially luxury goods like glass, $ne textiles, precious
furnishings, and works of art. The number of artists attracted to this concentration of wealth was
considerable, and this in turn encouraged specialization, a situation that may also have encouraged
Aertsen to "aunt his skill in painting lifelike elements such as fruit, vegetables, cheese, and meat in
the market scenes for which he is now famous (see the image above).

Like so many other specialties we take for granted today: landscapes, "ower pieces, scenes from
everyday life, etc. market scenes were just beginning to emerge as subjects in their own right,
independent of paintings that depicted mythological or religious scenes—which, by the way, Aertsen
also painted in considerable numbers (see below), though not all of them survived the waves of
iconoclasm (the destruction of images) that swept across northern Europe in the wake of the
Protestant Reformation.



Two hands—symbol of Antwerp (detail), Pieter
Aertsen, A Meat Stall with the Holy Family Giving
Alms, 1551, oil on panel 45 1/2 x 66 1/2″ / 115.6
x 168.9 cm (North Carolina Museum of Art)

Pieter Aertsen, The Adoration of the Magi, c. 1560, oil on panel, 167.5 x 180 cm
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam)

Topical concerns

Aertsen’s originality and painterly skill would have
been su%cient to charm an international
connoisseur among Antwerp’s wealthy merchant
community, who came from countries as diverse as
Spain, Portugal, Sweden, Poland, Germany, and of
course Italy.

But for those familiar with Antwerp’s tangled local
politics, there are some highly speci$c messages
embedded in this composition that would have
been legible only to them. In the upper left-hand
corner is a small representation of two hands—the
symbol of the city of Antwerp—and chalked on the
post next to it are symbols typical of guild marks
belonging to speci$c individuals, though their
identity remains a mystery.



Sign (detail), Pieter Aertsen, A Meat Stall with the
Holy Family Giving Alms, 1551, oil on panel 45
1/2 x 66 1/2″ / 115.6 x 168.9 cm (North Carolina
Museum of Art)

Present-day view of the Vleeshuis, or Butchers’ Hall, Antwerp, Belgium (photo: Ckiki lwai, CC
BY-SA 3.0)

The Butchers’ Guild in Antwerp was a very powerful institution that enjoyed the support of Emperor
Charles V himself. It was one of the few guilds with a written charter, and succeeded in having its
profession closed to outsiders: there could only be sixty-two o%cially recognized butchers in the city
at any given time, and when a butcher passed away his post would go to his son or other close male
relative. Anyone who wanted to buy meat in Antwerp had to buy it from the Vleeshuis, or “Meat Hall,”
an imposing building near the banks of the River Scheldt that was rivaled as a landmark only by the
Church of Our Lady (now the cathedral of Antwerp), truly a sign of the guild’s power. Nevertheless,
the butchers’ in"uence was coming under increasing attack in 1551: butchers from outside the city
had banded together to $ght what they perceived as an unfair trade monopoly. They $led a lawsuit
that was $rst overturned, then upheld, then appealed by the Butchers’ Guild in the imperial courts—
and the results were still pending when Aertsen painted his striking panel. Meat was a hot item
indeed!

But there is more. At the upper right, posted on top
of the meat stall, is a small sign in Dutch  that,
when translated, reads: “Land for sale out back:
154 rods, either by the piece or all at once.” This
text refers to an actual sale of land that took place
in 1551, and a controversial one at that. It must
have been important to the picture’s original
meaning, because the sign appears in all four,
almost identical versions of the Meat Stall that
Aertsen painted. To make a long story short, the
city of Antwerp decided to develop what was then
the southeast side of town. Land being in short
supply, the city council forced the prestigious order
of Augustinian nuns who ran the St. Elisabeth’s
hospital to sell their property at a loss. But the city
bought too much acreage, so the surplus was sold
to one Gillis van Schoonbeke, a notorious real

estate developer whose activities were so unpopular that they even caused riots. At one point
imperial troops had to be called in to stop the violence.

Present-day view of the Gasthuis St Elisabeth (photo: Himetop, CC BY-SA 3.0)

Given this background, the painting with its layered messages—all of which warn against greed and
excess—must have seemed emblematic of the rapid social changes overtaking the city, which
experienced unprecedented growth thanks to its booming international trade. Traditional groups
and values, such as the charitable nuns and their inviolable property, or the venerable butchers and
their hereditary rights, were under $re from powerful, wealthy entrepreneurs and the city’s desire
for economic growth, a matter of concern for all citizens.

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Het_Vleeshuis_(the_butchers_guild_house).jpg
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